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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This monthly report provides the latest detailed overview of the budget monitoring 
position for the 2023/24 financial year for the Council Fund and Housing Revenue 
Account and presents the position, based on actual income and expenditure as at 
Month 5.  

The projected year end position is as follows:

Council Fund 
 An operating deficit of £3.660 (excluding the impact of the pay award which 

will need to be met by reserves – currently estimated as £2.727m) which is 
an adverse movement of £1.016m from the deficit figure reported at Month 
4.

 A projected contingency reserve available balance as at 31 March 2024 of 
£3.027m (after the estimated impact of pay awards)

Housing Revenue Account 
• Net in-year revenue expenditure is forecast to be £0.006m higher than 

budget which is an adverse movement of £0.071m from the figure reported 
at Month 4.

• A projected closing balance as at 31 March, 2024 of £3.191m 

The economic outlook remains challenging due to inflation levels remaining high.

 The impacts of this, together with continued increases in service demand is 
becoming increasingly hard to deal with as our funding fails to keep up with the 
scale of these pressures. 



To assist with managing these risks and mitigating the overall projected 
overspend, a moratorium through the review of non-essential spend and a 
vacancy management process continues.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1 To note the report and the estimated financial impact on the 2023/24 
budget.

REPORT DETAILS

1.00 EXPLAINING THE REVENUE BUDGET MONITORING 2023/24 

1.01 The projected year end position is as follows:

Council Fund 
 An operating deficit of £3.660m (excluding the impact of the pay 

award which will need to be met by reserves – currently estimated as 
£2.727m) which is an adverse movement of £1.016m from the deficit 
figure reported at Month 4. 

 A projected contingency reserve available balance as at 31 March 
2024 of £3.027m (after the estimated impact of pay awards)

Housing Revenue Account 
• Net in-year revenue expenditure forecast to be £0.006m higher than 

budget which is an adverse movement of £0.071m from the figure 
reported at Month 4.

• A projected closing balance as at 31 March, 2024 of £3.191m 

To assist with managing these risks and mitigating the overall projected 
overspend, a moratorium through the review of non-essential spend and a 
vacancy management process continues.

1.02 Hardship Funding from Welsh Government helped secure £16m of direct 
financial help in 2022/23 for areas such as self-isolation payments, statutory 
sick pay enhancement, free school meals direct payments and winter fuel 
payments. However, this funding ceased on 31 March 2023.



1.03 Table 1.  Projected Position by Portfolio

The table below shows the projected position by portfolio:

Approved 
Budget

Projected 
Outturn

In-Year 
Over / 

(Under) 
spend

Portfolio/Service Area

£m £m £m

Social Services 86.821 87.333 0.512

Out of County Placements 17.285 18.363 1.078
Education & Youth 
(Non-Schools) 9.902 9.837 (0.065)

Schools 114.081 114.081 0.000

Streetscene & Transportation 40.745 41.927 1.181

Planning Env & Economy 7.057 6.622 (0.435) 

People & Resources 4.321 4.254 (0.067) 

Governance 11.460 11.463 0.003

Assets 11.045 10.917 (0.128) 

Housing & Communities 15.698 18.480 2.782

Chief Executive 1.608 1.607 (0.001)

Central & Corporate Finance 32.096 30.898 (1.198)
    

Total 352.121 355.781 3.660

The Approved Budget has had one virement since Month 4, this being 
£0.025m transferred from Central & Corporate Finance to Governance for 
Business Systems non-standard inflation.

1.04 The reasons for the monthly movements over £0.025m are shown in 
Appendix 1, overall projected variances over £0.050m are summarised within 
Appendix 2 together with a summary of minor variances for each portfolio.

Significant Movements from Month 4

1.05 Social Services £0.199m

The reasons for the adverse movement are as follows:

Older People

 Localities £0.098m. Additional costs due to a block bed contract for 
the Residential beds. 

Adults of Working Age

  Children to Adult Transition Services (£0.103m) – A reduction in the 
Council’s funding commitment for a college placement.



 Residential Placements £0.097m – The movement is due to 
increased payment costs for some service users. 

Children’s Services

 Family Placement £0.121m – An increase in therapist costs and two 
new adoption orders contribute to the movement, together with costs 
for a parent/child placement which were transferred from the Legal 
and Third Party service.

 Legal & Third Party (£0.109m) – The costs for a parent/child 
placement were transferred to the Family Placement Service.

Minor variances across the Portfolio account for the remainder totalling 
£0.095m.

1.06 Out of County Placements £0.077m

Net impact of new placements, rate changes and placements that have 
ended.

1.07 Streetscene and Transportation £0.544m 

The reasons for the adverse movement are as follows:

 Service and Delivery (£0.084m) – reduced costs from the provision of 
in-house work rather than contracting the work externally

 Highways Network £0.626m – Fleet Contract extension to April 2024 
resulting in additional cost of £0.532m, costs increase to both fuel 
and Streetlighting energy together with increasing Insurance 
Premiums £0.090m

Minor variances across the Portfolio account for the remainder totalling 
£0.003m.

1.08 Housing & Communities £0.376m

 Housing Solutions £0.356m – Increase is mainly due to the projected 
cost of emergency accommodation for the remainder of the financial 
year, this being at a higher rate per night than currently charged in 
the year to date.  The revised costs follow discussions with a number 
of the main providers who are increasing their rates including those 
who are block booked for the remaining six months of the year.  
There is also a lesser impact of a reduction in the projected amount 
of additional housing benefit income above target.

Minor variances across the Portfolio account for the remainder £0.020m.

1.09 Central & Corporate Finance (£0.250m) 

 The Central Loans and Investment Account (CLIA) is projecting a 
further positive improvement of (£0.250m) due to the Council not 
taking out any new short or long-term borrowing and continuing to 



invest a significant amount of short-term cash flow funds gaining an 
investment return.  This pattern has continued from the previous 
financial year and through 2023/24 to date and is partly due to 
continued high and increasing bank interest rates.

1.10 Cumulative minor variances across the Council of £0.070m account for the 
remainder of the total monthly movement.

1.11 Tracking of In-Year Risks and Emerging Issues

Members were made aware when setting the budget that there were a 
number of open risks that would need to be kept under close review. An 
update on these is provided below.

1.12 Council Tax Income

The ‘in-year’ collection level is 47.4% compared to 47.6% the previous year. 
The marginal reduction in collections of 0.2% is to be expected as the rising 
costs-of-living are impacting on the ability of some households to make 
payment of council tax on time.

1.13 Pay Award (Teacher and Non-Teacher)

NJC (Green Book)

The latest pay offer for NJC (Green Book) employees for the current year
(2023/24) has been rejected and Trade Union Members are currently being
balloted for potential industrial action. The offer made is at a similar level to
that awarded in 2022/23 with an increase on each scale point of £1,925.
This equates to more than the 5% included in the 2023/24 budget. The
amount of the final award in excess of the 5% will need to be funded from
reserves in the current financial year. It will also have the impact of
increasing the budget requirement for 2024/25.

The estimated impact of the current pay offer is an additional £2.727m 
which is included in the forecast but may be subject to change.

The assumptions for the 2024/25 pay award has been increased to 5% from
the 3.5% previously included in the forecast.

Teachers Pay

Assumptions for teachers’ pay calculations are in line with current awards by
the Minister for Education and Welsh Language. They are an increase of
6.5% from September 2022 and an increase of 5% in September 2023. 
These have not been accepted by all teaching unions and a formal dispute 
is ongoing.

The 2023/24 budget contained funding for a 5% pay award for Teachers 
from September 2022. The Minister has increased the pay award to 8%, 
with 1.5% being a non-consolidated payment, leaving a recurring element of 
6.5% which is now included in the forecast.

Grant funding has been made available by Welsh Government to fully fund



the additional September 2022 pay award in financial years 2022/23 and
2023/24 (over and above the 5% originally awarded).

Funding from 2024/25 onwards is still uncertain and the additional annual 
cost to the council for the shortfall of £1.118m has been included in the 
forecast.  However, it is expected that Welsh Government will provide 
additional funding in the Revenue Support Grant to cover the shortfall in 
Council’s budgets.

Pay Modelling
No figures are currently included for any impact of the pay modelling review
which is needed to try and address the difficulties currently being 
experienced in recruitment and retention. It is due to be completed later this 
year.

1.14 Waste Recycling Infraction Charge

The Council did not meet the statutory minimum target, (64%) in 2021/22, 
for the percentage of municipal waste which must be recycled, prepared for 
re-use and composted, as specified in Section 3 of the Waste (Wales) 
Measure 2010.  Welsh Government can therefore take steps to impose a 
penalty on the Council by way of an infraction fine. A potential penalty of up 
to £0.663m has been confirmed so presents a significant financial risk to the 
Council. 

Discussions took place in March,2023 between Welsh Government (WG) 
and the Council as to the reasons for not achieving the target. The Council 
has subsequently been instructed by WG to engage with the Waste and 
Resources Action Programme (WRAP) and Local Partnerships to review our 
waste strategy and develop a new action plan. A report will go to the 
Committee cycle in November 2023.  Depending on the outcome of the 
review, the Minister will take a decision at that point whether to levy the fine.

Unfortunately, the statutory recycling targets have not been achieved in 
2022/23 too (non-verified), which means that a further infraction fine could 
be levied of around £0.470m should WG choose to do so, and monitoring of 
the authority’s recycling performance for 2023/24 to date shows that the 
rates of recycling and residual waste tonnages are not improving, which 
could lead to not achieving the targets in 2023/24 also.

1.15 Homelessness

There is a significant and growing demand within the Homelessness 
service. The Council has a statutory duty to provide suitable temporary 
accommodation for Homeless persons and families who meet the Welsh 
Government eligibility criteria which are less stringent than in England. The 
growth in demand commenced in the second half of 2022/23 and has 
accelerated markedly since the start of 2023. 

One of the more significant influences of many is the sparsity of affordable 
accommodation in the private rented sector which is being influenced by the 
cost-of-living crisis and also an increase in the numbers of no-fault evictions 
as many private rented sector landlords are leaving the sector and seeking 



to sell their properties. There is also an acute shortage of suitable available 
accommodation within the Council’s own HRA housing stock and with other 
Registered Social Landlords (RSL’s) within the area. This is particularly the 
case for single persons below age 55 which make up the highest proportion 
of those who are currently homeless in Flintshire. The Flintshire position in 
terms of both demand and supply pressures is known to be consistent on 
both a regional and national basis within Wales.

The Council will continue to lobby Welsh Government via the WLGA in 
conjunction with other Welsh LA’s who are experiencing these pressures to 
seek additional financial support. 

WG are currently providing support via the No One Left Out grant for which 
the 2023/24 allocation is currently £0.382m. One favourable impact of the 
increase in costs and demand is the ability to recover additional Housing 
Benefit income over and above the amount budgeted which is currently 
helping to offset the projected overspend by £0.465m.

1.16 Other Tracked Risks

In addition, there are a number of risks being tracked which may be subject 
to change and these are summarised below.

1.17 Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) Impact

Cabinet considered the latest projection for the MTFS in September which 
showed an additional budget requirement of £32.386m together with an 
update on the work completed over the summer on potential cost reduction 
options.  These, together with service cost pressures, will be considered at 
individual overview and scrutiny meetings over the Autumn. 

 All Portfolios consider their financial position, the risks within their service 
and the impacts on the Medium Term on a monthly basis as part of their 
Portfolio Management Team meetings.

1.18 Out of County Placements

The risks include continued high demand for placements where children and 
young people cannot be supported within in-house provision, and market 
supply limitation factors and inflationary pressures leading to higher costs.  
An additional amount of £1m was approved in the 2023/24 budget to reflect 
this.

However, there remains a projected overspend for the current cohort of 
placements of circa £1.078m, although with 7 months of the year remaining 
this is likely to increase and a contingency of £0.500m is currently built into 
the outturn position for this, £0.250m for Children’s Services and £0.250m 
for Education placements. 

The service areas within this pooled budget will continue to do everything 
possible to manage these risks and additional investment has already been 
made to further develop in-house provision to help to mitigate against such 
financial pressures.



1.19 Streetscene & Transportation

Fleet Contract Renewal
The current fleet contract, which has been running for 7 years, is being 
renewed from October 2023. Due to the current market conditions in re-
procurement of contracts of this type, the cost of the new contract is 
considerably more than what was previously being paid, due to being 
protected from inflationary increases during the previous contract life. The 
cost of the contract will further increase from April 2024 and provision is 
being made within the 2024/25 budget considerations for this.

Sustainable Waste Management Grant (SWMG)

The Minister for Climate Change has confirmed that the SWMG grant will be 
retained at the same level for this financial year.  However, those local 
authorities that are not yet meeting the statutory recycling target of 70% will 
be required to use the grant to reach 70% and be required to demonstrate 
this.  It has also been confirmed that the SWMG grant will likely become part 
of the Revenue Support Grant (RSG) funding from 2024/25.  The current 
value of the grant is £0.742m per annum, but it is not yet confirmed whether 
the proportion that Flintshire will receive within the RSG settlement going 
forward will be similar to current levels.

1.20 Education & Youth (Non-Schools)

Inclusion and Progression

The services that the Inclusion and Progression teams provide within 
Education and Youth portfolio are under significant pressure.   

Prior to the pandemic the service had seen increasing numbers of children 
and young people presenting with an increased level of significant and 
complex needs, resulting in the council being dependent on non-Flintshire 
provision.  

Post pandemic the situation has worsened with increasing numbers of pre-
school children needing support and challenging behaviour causing concern 
across both primary and secondary schools.  In addition, there are 
increased rates of emotionally based school avoidance.  As a result, levels 
of attendance have reduced, whilst all forms of exclusions have increased.  
All of which contributes to a requirement for more specialist and bespoke 
intervention.  

The service is taking steps to actively manage demand, alongside reviewing 
provision, and seeking to develop and enhance in house provision.  

The pressures are being experienced across Wales, at a time when schools 
and central services are implementing the Additional Learning Need (ALN) 
reforms.

Welsh Government have made additional grants available to support 
schools and councils.  However, there are risks over reliance on temporary 



grant funding and its ability to meet demand within existing budgets and 
available grants.

1.21 Schools

Within the schools’ line of the budget sits responsibility for the costs of 
providing free school meals to eligible pupils.  The cost implications of 
recent decisions on the budget are currently being worked through and will 
be reported in the next monthly report.  Recent decisions include the price of 
a meal increasing by £0.30 due to inflationary pressures from 2nd October, 
and funding free school meals during the Christmas holidays.

1.22 Harpur Trust vs Brazel Case

The potential financial impacts are still being determined in response to the 
Employment Appeal Tribunal (EAT) decision in the case of Harpur Trust v 
Brazel. The Supreme Court upheld the EAT judgment in the Brazel case in 
July 2022 which impacts on the calculation of holiday pay entitlements for 
staff who work for part of the year (i.e., term time).  An approved carry forward 
from 2022/23 for £0.254m will provide some funding towards these costs.

1.23 Achievement of Planned In-Year Efficiencies

The 2023/24 budget contains £9.265m of specific efficiencies which are 
tracked and monitored throughout the year.  The Council aims to achieve a 
95% rate in 2023/24 as reflected in the MTFS KPI’s and fully achieved all 
efficiencies in the previous financial year

It is projected that 99% of efficiencies will be achieved in 2023/24 and 
further details can be seen in Appendix 3.

1.24 Unearmarked Reserves

The final level of Council Fund Contingency Reserve brought forward into 
2023/24 was £9.508m as detailed in the 2022/23 outturn report (subject to 
Audit). 

The brought forward balance on the Hardship Reserve was £3.743m. 
Internal claims for Quarter 1 in 2023/24 totalling £0.139m for Holywell 
Leisure Centre and Cambrian Aquatics have been approved with some 
other claims across various services being compiled for consideration in 
Quarter 2. The current balance is £3.604m.

A projected contingency reserve available balance as at 31 March, 2024 is 
£3.027m (after the estimated impact of final pay awards) and is shown in 
Appendix 4.

1.25 Earmarked Reserves

A detailed review of earmarked reserves has been undertaken over the 
summer and an amount of £0.648m has been identified for release to the 
Contingency Reserve which will provide a much needed additional safeguard 
against some of the financial risks across the Council.



The table below provides a summary of earmarked reserves as at 1 April 2023 
and an estimate of projected balances as at the end of the current financial 
year.

Council Fund Earmarked Reserves 2023/24 – Monitoring Summary Month 5

Reserve Type
Balance as 

at 
01/04/23

Balance as 
at Month 5

Release to 
General 
Reserve

Estimated 
Balance as 

at 31/03/24

Service Balances 6,184,486 4,345,293 274,703 1,335,223
     

Workforce Costs 843,190 843,190 0 819,971
Investment in Organisational 
Change 1,350,875 1,350,875 0 852,810
County Elections 74,777 74,777 0 74,777
Local Development Plan (LDP) 115,360 115,360 115,360 0
Warm Homes Admin Fee 315,985 315,985 0 315,985
Waste Disposal 48,771 48,771 8,133 40,638
Design Fees 250,000 250,000 0 125,000
Winter Maintenance 250,000 250,000 0 250,000
Severe Weather 250,000 250,000 0 119,550
Car Parking 88,059 88,059 0 88,059
Insurance Reserves 2,201,372 2,201,372 0 2,350,000
School HWB ICT Replacement 526,447 526,447 0 526,447
Free School Meals 30,398 30,398 0 0
Flintshire Trainees 562,948 562,948 0 524,000
Rent Income Shortfall 106,118 106,118 0 0
Plas Derwen Wave 4 3,560 3,560 0 1,780
Customer Service Strategy 22,468 7,468 0 0
Supervision Fees 48,798 48,798 0 48,798
IT COVID Enquiry 142,301 142,301 0 142,301
ICT Servers Reserve 170,000 170,000 0 0
IT Infrastructure HWB 312,442 194,442 0 0
Schools Intervention Reserve 705,836 316,127 0 316,127
Organisational Change/ADM 873,546 1,226,546 0 1,193,046
NWEAB 330,927 330,927 0 330,927
Solar Farms 62,416 62,416 0 62,416
20 MPH Scheme 111,186 111,186 0 0
Employment Claims 109,846 109,846 0 109,846
Community Benefit Fund 
NWRWTP 683,164 683,164 0 229,792
Total B823 Balances 10,590,790 10,421,081 123,493 8,522,270

Schools Balances 6,716,596 6,716,596 0 2,000,000
Grants & Contributions 6,899,323 4,740,964 250,000 2,900,664
TOTAL 30,391,195 26,223,934 648,196 14,758,157

1.26 Housing Revenue Account



The 2022/23 Outturn Report to Cabinet on 18th July 2023 showed an un-
earmarked closing balance at the end of 2022/23 of £3.786m and a closing 
balance of earmarked reserves of £2.690m.

1.27 The 2023/24 budget for the HRA is £39.418m which includes a movement 
of (£0.589m) from reserves.

1.28 Net in-year revenue expenditure forecast to be £0.006m higher than budget 
with a projected closing balance as at 31st March, 2024 of £3.191m. This is 
an adverse movement of £0.071m since Month 4. A breakdown of the 
variance is in Appendix 5.

1.29 The budget contribution towards capital expenditure (CERA) is £12.712m.

2.00 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 

2.01 As set out within the report.

3.00 IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND RISK MANAGEMENT

3.01 The financial impacts as set out in the report are a combination of actual 
costs and losses to date and estimates of costs and losses for the future. 
There is the possibility that the estimates will change over time. The 
budget will be monitored closely, and mitigation actions taken wherever 
possible. 

4.00 CONSULTATIONS REQUIRED/CARRIED OUT

4.01 None specific.

5.00 APPENDICES

5.01 Appendix 1: Council Fund – Movement in Variances from Month 4
Appendix 2: Council Fund - Budget Variances
Appendix 3: Council Fund – Programme of Efficiencies
Appendix 4: Council Fund – Movement on Un-earmarked Reserves 
Appendix 5: Housing Revenue Account Variances

6.00 LIST OF ACCESSIBLE BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

6.01 Various budget records.

7.00 CONTACT OFFICER DETAILS

7.01 Contact Officer: Dave Ledsham
Strategic Finance Manager



Telephone: 01352 704503
E-mail: dave.ledsham@flintshire.gov.uk

8.00 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

8.01 Budget: a statement expressing the Council’s policies and service levels 
in financial terms for a particular financial year.  In its broadest sense it 
includes both the revenue budget and capital programme and any 
authorised amendments to them.

Council Fund: the fund to which all the Council’s revenue expenditure is 
charged.

Financial Year: the period of twelve months commencing on 1 April.

Housing Revenue Account: the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) is a 
local authority account showing current income and expenditure on 
housing services related to its own housing stock. The account is separate 
from the Council Fund and trading accounts and is funded primarily from 
rents and government subsidy.

Projected Outturn: projection of the expenditure to the end of the 
financial year, made on the basis of actual expenditure incurred to date.

Regional Integration Fund (RIF): funding provided by Welsh Government 
to encourage integrated working between local authorities, health and 
housing.

Reserves: these are balances in hand that have accumulated over 
previous years and are held for defined (earmarked reserves) and general 
(general reserves) purposes. Councils are required to regularly review the 
level and purpose of their reserves and to take account of the advice of the 
Chief Finance Officer.

Revenue: a term used to describe the day-to-day costs of running Council 
services and income deriving from those services. It also includes charges 
for the repayment of debt, including interest, and may include direct 
financing of capital expenditure.

Variance: difference between latest budget and actual income or 
expenditure. Can be to date if reflecting the current or most up to date 
position or projected, for example projected to the end of the month or 
financial year.

Virement: the transfer of budget provision from one budget head to 
another. Virement decisions apply to both revenue and capital expenditure 
heads, and between expenditure and income, and may include transfers 
from contingency provisions. Virements may not however be approved 
between capital and revenue budget heads.
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